The Late English percussion conversion rifle lock, right or left:
Henry Eicholtz Leman of Lancaster, Henry Deringer of Philadelphia, and many other Pennsylvania and Ohio rifle makers used similar style lock on their “trade rifles”, sold by merchants and traders to westbound settlers as they travelled down the Ohio River, to Saint Louis, and west to the Rocky Mountains. This lock is ideal for late percussion longrifles, Ohio rifles and Indian trade rifles of the 1840 to 1880 era.

Locks used by Henry Leman's factory often have a distinctive flat tail at the rear of the lock. We leave this modification as an exercise for the rifle maker. Copying such tiny details, making parts match originals, is one measure of a gun maker’s skill.

Plate is finished bright inside. Pre-cut for our standard 1/2 inch diameter drum, we recommend our Drum-8-5-FL. You can use this lock with a patent breech if you do not cut away the mainspring support. Make a thin cardstock template to fit the breech, then trace it to the lock plate, and file fit. Check hammer to nipple fit.

The hammer has a 1.625” throw, for use with barrels from 13/16” up to big 1-1/8” octagon. Our left hand Late English percussion lock exactly matches this right hand lock. These locks interchange with our right or left hand Late English flint locks #Lock-LR-900 right lock, or #Lock-LR-1000 left lock.

#Lock-LR-300 Late English percussion lock, right only $92.00
#Lock-LR-400 Late English percussion lock, left only $92.00

J & S Hawken pistol lock
J & S Hawken Pistol cap lock, right..............................#Lock-HP Designed to fit our Hawken pistol hooked breech plug and tang, on a 15/16” octagon barrel, the small plate and hammer make this lock perfect for use on a pistol. The plate is trimmed close to the internal parts, to minimize this lock’s apparent size. This lock must be mounted using a single lock bolt. Parts do not overhang the lock plate.

The lock plate is precut for our #Plug-HP-15-5 hooked breech and tang. You can achieve a near perfect fit, by filing the rear half of the crescent notch, until the hammer engages the nipple. Order our plug and the special short #PST-S nipple.

Study the geometry before you cut. Not much fitting is needed. We stock every spare part for this Hawken pistol lock.

Made in the USA by R. E. Davis Company.

#Lock-HP Hawken pistol lock only $94.50

Parts for J & S Hawken Pistol cap lock, right..............#Lock-HP
#Lock-HP-Pi lock plate, 4.3 x 0.9”, as cast $18.99
#Lock-HP-Ha hammer, 1.55” throw, as cast $14.99
#Lock-HP-Tu tumbler, tempered, tapped 5-40 $24.99
#Lock-JB-R-Tx tumbler screw, 5-40 .50” head $9.75
#Lock-HP-Fi fly detent,tempered $10.99
#Lock-HP-Br bridle, as cast, use 5-40 screws $8.99
#Lock-JB-R-Bx bridle screw, 5-40,.625” long $2.29
#Lock-HP-Se seat, use 5-40 screw $17.99
#Lock-JB-R-Bx seat and bridle screw $2.29
#Lock-Tiny-F-Ss seat spring, use 5-40 $9.99
#Lock-JB-R-Sx seat spring screw, 5-40 $2.29
#Lock-HP-Ms mainspring, tempered $19.99
#Lock-HP-Li link, tempered $7.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Current prices shown at: www.trackofthewolf.com